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DEDICATIONWholeheartedly this book is from the mind and spirit of my bilingual dog Levi with

his owner and Jeimmy Silva. FOREWORDWords allow the child that lives within us all in spirit

to win at all costs and trials. No greater educational need for pedagogy is needed than the

proof of opportunity. This book explains. ABOUT THE AUTHORThe author in recovery tries to

lead people down the path with Google and Facebook as a legitimate way of sourcing income

by creating books or writing other publications. Taking in all kinds of sources of entertainment

and news, one must be responsible to reciprocate your consumption and to show that you

have digested the information. Words Will Never hurt Me does just that and shows that Milla de

Oro Magazine is indeed a real growth opportunity for those that are readers, advertisers,

people that walk the walk and those that talk the talk.AC Grindl designed the sports section of

the yearbook in high school, The Marksmen and university, The Rotunda in Dallas. He then

went on to acquire ads for Tomorrow magazine and become Chief Editor of Tianjin Today and

Jin Magazine in Tianjin, China. At SIP he helped make the company newsletter and at Sante

Fe Relocations made company presentations before being responsible for master’s course

material at Glory English.Moving to Colombia, AC picked up his passion for websites and

created Milladeoromagazine.com where the real passion in recovery is demonstrated and

comes out in this book. Along with all the social media across YouTube, Twitter, Instagram,

Facebook, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Google Guides; AC can always be found at ac_grindl across

those channels. REVELATIONGodward was the first note taken when reading the Old

Testament, where it came from remains to be reread. So, I, AC will proceed Godward. And,

Godward I will go.I need to prove I have a Higher Power and I need a Higher Power to be. I

can’t prove I have a Higher Power and my insanity will persist even if I do believe my Higher

Power is real. Therefore, my Higher Power can only continue to reveal himself to me.Telling you

my Higher Power now may leave you little room but to put this book down. What I would rather

have you do is read between the lines of what I’m really trying to say and all the other voices

that I have penned while creating and what they are trying to say and see that without God I

would surely have less than sense than to be able to write some semblance of words on paper.

But I do feel you will not go on unless I come out and tell you what my Higher Power is and

how He has shown himself to me. Only then can we go back and see why God would reveal

himself to such a man as AC and that this man truly is on a Godward path, or rather something

of a spell induced by circumstances and pressure that society and science has put upon him?

Can there be another explanation to a demeanor that seems to best be put as a flimsy reed

that is the sturdy hand of God? I truly believe, ‘God could and would if he were sought.’

Traveling the world and traveling the world of the mind in hopes that God would indeed one day

come into my life, it has happened.  
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DEDICATIONWholeheartedly this book is from the mind and spirit of my bilingual dog Levi with

his owner.

FOREWORDWords allow the child that lives within us all in spirit to win at all costs and trials.

No greater educational need for pedagogy is needed than the proof of opportunity. This book

explains.

ABOUT THE AUTHORThe author in recovery tries to lead people down the path with Google

and Facebook as a legitimate way of sourcing income by creating books or writing other

publications. Taking in all kinds of sources of entertainment and news, one must be responsible

to reciprocate your consumption and to show that you have digested the information. Words

Will Never hurt Me does just that and shows that Milla de Oro Magazine is indeed a real

growth opportunity for those that are readers, advertisers, people that walk the walk and those

that talk the talk.AC Grindl designed the sports section of the yearbook in highschool, The

Marksmen and university, The Rotunda in Dallas. He then went on to acquire ads for Tomorrow

magazine and become Chief Editor of Tianjin Today and Jin Magazine in Tianjin, China. At SIP

he helped make the company newsletter and at Sante Fe Relocations made company

presentations before being responsible for master’s course material at Glory English.Moving to

Colombia, AC picked up his passion for websites and created , , or as a multisite with a host of

sub websites, sin-analytics.com another multisite having the url move to the left, and where the

real passion in recovery is demonstrated and comes out in this book. Along with all the social

media across YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Google Guides,

connected with grinnin.gringol; as in grinning grindl the gringo gol who acquired this name

marrying his wife Jeimmy; AC can always be found at ac_grindl across those channels but

these are not directly connected to sales allowing AC Grindl to do business as himself.
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REVELATIONGodward was the first note taken when reading the Old Testament, where it

came from remains to be reread. So, I, AC will proceed Godward. And, Godward I will go.I

need to prove I have a Higher Power and I need a Higher Power to be. I can’t prove I have a

Higher Power and my insanity will persist even if I do believe my Higher Power is real.

Therefore, my Higher Power can only continue to reveal himself to me.Telling you my Higher

Power now may leave you little room but to put this book down. What I would rather have you



do is read between the lines of what I’m really trying to say and all the other voices that I have

penned while creating and what they are trying to say and see that without God I would surely

have less than sense than to be able to write some semblance of words on paper. But I do feel

you will not go on unless I come out and tell you what my Higher Power is and how He has

shown himself to me. Only then can we go back and see why God would reveal himself to such

a man as AC and that this man truly is on a Godward path, or rather something of a spell

induced by circumstances and pressure that society and science has put upon him? Can there

be another explanation to a demeanor that seems to best be put as a flimsy reed that is the

sturdy hand of God? I truly believe, ‘God could and would if he were sought.’ Traveling the

world and traveling the world of the mind in hopes that God would indeed one day come into

my life, it has happened.To be brief, the God Son of God or Jésus Jesús was present when I

was committed to the funny farm in Colombia and he did not steal my wedding ring; which,

usually happens in Colombia institutions. A few months later I was again accosted and placed

in a hospital in Texas, three hospitals to be exact. In the second sanitarium I met Jesus Christ. I

was rushed away to the third and more dramatic hospital where my insanity became

alleviated.What I believe now is that when Jesus Christ died back in 45 BC meaning he did not

die in 0 BC or 0 AC/AD, rather he was born in 78 BC after a war and the calendar to align itself

took some time with governments, spiritual leaders and the masses as promised. He was then

teleported by God to the other planet that we now know looks almost identical to Earth in our

galaxy. On that planet they had not yet seen Jesus Christ. When Jesus Christ came back to

see me in the hospital he had been in a hurry and in some trouble on his spaceship that he

was busy fixing for landing to make it in time to present himself to some of the other patients at

the ward. He looked like the traditional picture of Jesus Christ but looking heavily worn out in a

doctor’s outfit that was almost paper thin and worn heavily as he had to come to see me in

almost the same condition, I was finding myself for me to believe in him. He has come back to

protect Jésus Jesús. However, due to beliefs and modern culture Jesus Christ will admittedly

be in a tough bind trying to explain his descendance back to Earth to any doctor or well being

so-called Christian or other denomination of religion. I do believe he can get out of the

synagogue but only if his story passes as something bland and un-noteworthy. What I am most

thankful for, is that I was given the thanks of God from God by this man Jesus Christ I call

Ekelium. I had left him a message in his room so that he may find me, and he ventured out to

shout exclamations of joy in that I believed in him.Jesus Christ came in with another man from

another planet, dressed in fine Polo sportswear, covered in grease as both had been speeding

to fix their vessel to stop and not devastate anything upon arrival. The man in Polo claimed he

was being told others were after him to kill him to a large extent in reference to the

doctors.Both Jesus Christ and the alien in the greasy Polo will get out and are probably out

now having found a noteworthy story to tell on their behalf. What amazed me and must be

explained is Jesus Christ’s index finger, as it is longer and larger than normal, and it is hard to

tell whether he has four or five fingers on each of his hands. It seemed to change from four to

five depending on when and how you looked or investigated his intriguing hand. His dominant

finger can be held high to lead above all others pointing to the sky even on the day he is

brought back from Hell.Jesus Christ is now here to protect Jésus Jesús. Both Jesus Christ and

Jésus Jesús were around in the time of Moses and Abraham. When Moses mentioned LORD,

LORD, LORD, and LORD; he is referring to the Almighty, The Creator, God, Jesus Christ, and

Jésus Jesús. The Messiah is God at his best acting much like The Creator and Jehovah is

Jesus Christ at his best acting much like God. So of course, there would be Jehovah God and

Jesus Christ the Messiah where Jesus is acting much like The Creator.In the spirit of God-



consciousness I do not want to think much past The Creator to the Almighty as I feel my

position on this Earth or Heaven is that in the shoes of Jesus Christ. I say that because I have

a son, I have seen him. He is the son from my ex in China and my not-so-dead grandfather

who has adopted him. So, this child of mine is in the Jésus Jesús position. My father remains in

the God position as he always has, since before there was a Jésus Jesús positioning and my

not-so-dead grand-dad is in the Creator position.My great-grandfather would be Odin, my

grandfather would be Santa Claus, my Dad became the ‘people who die on Christmas’ and I’m

Kris Kringle. So that leaves room in this tall tale for Father Christmas or Jésus Jesús to be the

focal point of the holidays. If you don’t understand why I said Father Christmas and Jésus

Jesús, maybe I should again point out the five steps in the genealogy of God and all men. It’s a

powerful metaphor. And so, the little Jésus Jesús character is still the Father to what is

next.Jesus Christ and Jésus Jesús may live very normal lives for the rest of existence. They

may even die of natural causes. That does not make them anything less then God in my

understanding. I know Jésus is Jésus because he confirmed there should be an ‘é’ in his name

on his uniform as a police officer in Cajicá, Cundinamarca Colombia. He is the one that

wrestled me to the gurney and overtook me to have me recuperate from my ailments of writing

‘A Computer Ghost Story’ and through the taking of Loxapine medicine abusively.I know Jesus

Christ is Himself because he confirmed that he has Divine Rights and his finger was that of a

spiritual being and that he exclaimed with joy as he saw that I believed in him and took care to

make his bed and make sure he was clean, His Finger and all. I believe Matthew wrote first

about his dealings w/Christ around 25 AD, twenty years after Christ died and that Luke wrote

his book in 1 BC after time traveling back to write it and that Mark wrote his in 1 AD while those

w/John began to sell the Word of God and it became very difficult in the first two centuries

even leading some to alchemy while those that listened to Satan, were actually able to make a

daily living and carry a well rounded life not toiling in God’s message and the sale of the Word.

Satan & the Devil weren’t all that bad, although you could be possessed by the Devil. However,

they are quite rational in their behavior and attitudes toward living and believing. Just like Baal

in the Old Testament they are not to be praised or offered service and they are also old-school

and can be said to be old fashion.Satan originally came to Earth w/God from the other planet

like Earth. He brought w/him a few things to put into play in God’s plan. Remember there is the

Almighty, then there is the Creator of the big bang and the universe, then there is God who

brought about our galaxy and other galaxies. He was not working alone. I mean even God has

his people, but God created Earth & our Sun w/the Solar System. So, when God was creating

the Earth in front of his people (Satan being one of them) and the other planets like Earth had

already been created, Satan decided to bring monkeys & snakes from the other planet to

disrupt God’s invention. God, Jesus Christ, and Jésus Jesús then presented themselves to

Abraham in the Old Testament. Even Adam met them. Jesús Christ was then born again to

become man as Jésus Jesús watched over him. Jesus Christ fulfilled God’s mission on Earth,

our Heaven, and then went to the other planet where they have only experienced God and his

people. Now that Jésus Jesús has been reborn, Jesus Christ had to return to make sure

everything would be ok. So, the other planet is more in line w/what most people believe here

on Earth. God created the planet, Jesus Christ came, and Jesus Christ left. The Earth as I

know it is much more advanced than the other planet and now both Jesus Christ and Jésus

Jesús may live and carry on as Christians delivering a message of endlessness. To carry on

their misgivings and carelessness of a God that is imaginary to them as only ‘Another Moment

in Heaven.’



FORMATIVE FUTUREI was smoking a cigarette leaving campus as rain drizzled over my

umbrella. I had told Max I needed to work and that is why I turned down his invitation to lunch.

So, I decided to work right then and there by going to find out who Rodolfo Prada and William

were.Stopping at the ‘Bing’ on the first floor on the ‘L’ building next to the elevators, I put away

my umbrella and pulled out my phone. I had to check the names of Rodolfo and William on

WhatsApp as I had forgotten their names. But luckily, I knew they would be at the top of the list

as some of the last people I had messaged.As I walked into the third-floor radio, television, film

office there was an elderly man checking his papers with the girl at the front office desk. I

quickly made it clear that I was looking for Rodolfo or William. The man finished, she asked for

my name and went to the office door and popped herself inside for a minute. She came out

grinning to my relief of my attire.I was asked to take a seat for a moment and wait. Rodolfo

came quickly and made clear he knew who I was. I had to interject to ask him if he was Rodolfo

or William. He made it quite plain that he was Rodolfo Prada.He asked if I had an appointment,

I said no, and we began to walk together. I talked as he listened clearly already having had

digested whatever it was that I was trying to tell him about the description of my magazine.We

walked to the second floor and passed through what appeared to be locked doors quite

effortlessly and even another set of doors without stopping. Rodolfo did his best to say his

polite hellos and make eye contact with the Misses working in the inner office anterior. They

however did not move in the slightest.We walked into William’s office and I quickly shut-up.

After handshakes, Rodolfo said he was due at another meeting and I shook his hand again

and gave him my warmest gratitude and farewells.William encouraged me to sit and I put my

wet bag on the floor next to a leg and sat.I rapidly gave a synopsis of my experience and my

wife’s experience with magazines and design. That was understood. However, the term Milla

de Oro was lost and made clearer when compared to kilometers but William Caldero had

trouble grasping that it was a part of the Variante right outside the school. I couldn’t get him to

grasp that is was a location and the subject was that location.I, then smelling his armpits that

lacked cologne or deodorant, got to the point. I said I would like to share articles. I was unable

to relay the intent of having students design videos for the magazine. I am pretty sure he

understood from my earlier explanation what I meant by digital magazine w/videos, photo

galleries, and text.He told me that students make material that they publish and republish and

some of that content gets published publicly.I tried to convey my motto in that if there is a

student who makes material like the motto then I would include it in my magazine. William

Caldenero understood that the student needs to make the material about the subject first. I

simply said ok that’s good enough.William’s office was quite big, secure, and had hints of red

although he wore a light blue striped tie. This contrasted my Nigga hat, maroon sweater, and

red shoes (that I threw away immediately after this meeting).At the end of our conversation,

which, closed with me providing examples of my work, William fidgeted with his wedding ring

and looked at mine. I thought to him in a different group and I’m not in his tribe. People with

simple wedding bands are very special. With that he shook my hand with compliments.The

next moment I tried to add some small talk by asking him what kind of phone he had. A very

nice one at that. I tried to put my Qoo Professional CV Keychain in contact w/his phone and, he

then let me handle his phone in order to try and find the NFC spot on his phone, but I failed.

The connection failed without thought or intention or satisfaction except that maybe it didn’t

work because William did not know how to let it work.So, I left through the locked doors. I did

shut William’s door as I was leaving his office but not enough to latch and not enough to let it

come swinging open, just enough so there would be a moment he could have undisturbed as I

parted.
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